
Earth Networks 2022 Request for Proposals

Submission Deadline: Friday, May 27, 2022

The Columbia Climate School, through its Earth Networks program, is providing a framework of

support for interdisciplinary collaboration across Columbia University, to promote fresh

approaches to research, education and impact on themes related to climate, sustainability and

the future of planet Earth. Networks are three-year working groups that can be formed around

any interdisciplinary topic that relates to the Climate School’s mission.

There are currently nine active networks, covering a wide array of themes:

Network

Adapting the Existing Built Environment

Climate Imaginations

Climate Mobility

Climate and Sustainability Communications Network

Decarbonization, Climate Resilience and Climate Justice

Environmental Justice and Climate Just Cities

Habitable Planet

Healthy and Sustainable Food Systems

Resilient Coastlines

Sustainable and Resilient Living in an Era of Increasing Disasters

This year, while proposals across any theme will be considered for funding, the Climate School is

particularly interested in proposals for networks around: energy storage, carbon management,

AI and climate, and climate finance and risk. Special consideration will also be granted for

networks that need to to bring together researchers from different parts of the university to

work on more fundamental research.

https://www.climate.columbia.edu/about
https://people.climate.columbia.edu/networks/
https://www.climate.columbia.edu/


How the Networks function

Earth Networks are 3-year working groups formed around one interdisciplinary topic. The vision

for each network is that it will be led by two co-directors, each from a different discipline and

unit of Columbia, who will guide the overall strategic direction, goals and outputs of the

network, working together with a core group of (at least 6-10) engaged faculty and/or

researchers. The core group would then engage a wider group of participants in its Network

activities; those participants can come from across disciplines/units/departments both within

and outside of Columbia University.

Under the leadership of Sandra Goldmark and Kathryn Lattimer, a Climate School staff manager

will provide coordination support for all networks and provide guidance on associated activities,

such as event planning, online webinars, webpage development, distribution to EI email

listservs, and hiring of student assistants.

There is no prescribed output or product for a network. Indeed, it is anticipated that each

network’s ultimate outputs might look very different, and could be centered around research,

education, practice, and/or communication and outreach. Nonetheless, a typical evolution of a

network might look like:

● Year 1: Consolidation of core working group, developing ideas for outputs, small group

meetings, exploratory seminars.

● Year 2: Regular meetings of core working group, engagement of a wider number of

participants, workshops or events, determining final outputs/products/projects, etc.

● Year 3: Execution of project(s), public event, or other output, dissemination of results.

The Climate School will pull together a review committee, consisting of members of each of the

existing Networks, to review the RFP responses and make a selection recommendation to the

Co-Deans. The Climate School will open the RFP once annually in the spring, for network

activities that will begin in the fall. Up to 3 networks may be funded in a given year.

As part of the network management activities that Professor Goldmark and Kathryn Lattimer is

leading, a concerted effort to build a community of practice has kicked off this spring, and work

has begun on creating opportunities for Earth Networks to collaborate, participate in

professional development opportunities and share the work that is happening across the

networks. With the release of this RFP this spring, the network’s community of practice will add

an even wider array of expertise and networking opportunities.



Eligibility

● Proposals will be accepted by Columbia University full- or part-time officers of
instruction and officers of research (although the Network itself can engage people
outside of CU).

● At least one proposed co-director must be affiliated with the Climate School / Earth
Institute.

Criteria for Selection

● Relevance to the mission of the Climate School;

● Relevance to a highlighted topic in this year’s call;

● An innovative/novel approach to the issue;

● A diverse core working group across gender, race, discipline, career stage, CU

department, etc.;

● Activities that demonstrate the potential to be interdisciplinary;

● Leverages existing resources (e.g. funding, staffing, space);

● Leverages existing networks, if themes are related/overlapping;

● A clear plan to build network membership from across the University;

● Clear goals for the network over the 3-year period; and

● Co-directors who stem from different disciplines and Columbia units.

Funding

Funding for each network is in the amount of $50,000 over three years. It is recommended that

the proposed budget outlines a roughly even distribution across the three years (e.g. $18K,

$18K, $14K) although the budget will ultimately depend on the activities and outputs outlined

in the proposal narrative. Unused funds can roll over, although year 3 funding is contingent on

an assessment of the network at the end of year 2. Funds may be used by Network directors at

their discretion. However, budgets will typically include the following: course relief or salary

support for a co-director; stipends for graduate students or intern support; working group

meetings; other meetings/conferences/seminars. Networks must include at least one public

convening (online is acceptable), and budgets should reflect any in-person convening space

costs (more details on these costs are provided in the budget template). Each network is

encouraged to hire a student intern to maximize coordination across the network theme,

which should be incorporated in the proposed budget. The Climate School staff will support

the student recruitment and hiring.



How to apply

Network proposals should include the following three items:

1. Narrative: In no more than three single-spaced pages, describe the network theme,
broad goals and potential outputs, and a general 3-year work plan for group meetings,
public events, and the dissemination of project outputs. Proposal narratives should also
address the stated criteria for selection.

2. Bio page: Please include a short paragraph length bio for each of the 6-10 proposed core
working group members, including co-directors. Please indicate if their participation has
been confirmed.

3. Budget: Please use the provided budget template (click here to download). Please send
in the budget in excel format as an attachment with your submission.

Complete proposals should be emailed to Kathryn Lattimer at, klattimer@climate.columbia.edu
by COB Friday, May 27, 2022 with the subject heading “Earth Networks Proposal Submission.”
Proposals will be evaluated by the review committee. All applicants will be notified no later than
June 30, 2022. Questions may be directed to Kathryn Lattimer.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1RvjsP44OLonae3eJR7N_oYBM7ZdnO5d9/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=118037983721572345970&rtpof=true&sd=true

